
 

 

 

 

 

The live-set is made of two musicians: 

 

1 – Acoustic and electric guitar (two separate line) 

3 – Female voice (singer – two channels) 
 

TECHNICAL RIDER: 

 

Technical needs on the stage: 

 

- On few songs the band will perform together with a loopstation (two 

imputs L + R) the soundtechnician shall pay attention to the general 

balance of the volume during the performance 

- Mixer and Power Amplification + Soundtechnician 

- Synth: please let us know if it’s possible to have a Novation xiosinth 

49 or similar on the stage 

- An acoustic guitar amplifier (pref AER) 

- The electric guitar will come through a Kemper Stage 

- Two Guitar stands (for acoustic and electric guitars) 

- two microphones (one to be used by the singer, another one by the 

guitarrist just to talk) 

- a black chair, WITHOUT ARMCHAIR 

- effects: reverb on voice's channel 

- 3 spy-monitors 

- dressing room (if possible with some food, mirror and toilet) 

- the band WON'T bring any soundtechnician and lightechnician, so 

they must be provided by the organization. 

- if the venue has a screen, a projector and a computer, the band will 

bring a video to be projected during the concert (please tell us the 

video format that is best suitable for the computer of the venue) 

 

 

 

 

Stage Plot: 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHANNEL LIST and specifical riders: 

5 UNDIPENDENT MONITORS: 

 

 

 

GUITARRIST RIDER: 

THE GUITARRIST WILL USE acoustic GUITAR and Electric 

- amplifier for acoustic guitar (pref. AER acoustic). 

– 1 MICROPHONE SM 58 + 1 STAND 

the monitor must not be in front of the guitarrist in order to avoid the feedback. (2 channels, one for 

the spoken voice) 

- Chair (NO ARMCHAIR) 

- 2 electric and acoustic Guitar stands 

- 1 bottle of water 

 

 

SINGER RIDER: 

The singer will use two her own microphones for voice (dry and effect) 

Effect on thedry mic: REVERB, to be heard in the monitor too (dry channels) 

Synth: please let us know if it’s possible to have a NOVATION XIOSINTH 49 or similar on the stage. 

- 1 bottle of water 

 

 

Soundcheck: the band needs an extensive sundcheck (Pref 60 minutes) 

info: + 39 328 328 23 66 

info@cordeoblique.com 


